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Abstract

The characteristics of the stellar spectral and flux variations intervened by its extrasolar
planet provide dynamic and atmospheric information for both bodies. In this report, a transit
modelling process and a prediction of spectral transition of an Earth-like extrasolar planet
orbiting around Sun-like star is reported. The model allowsfor atmospheric rotation effects:
both stellar and planetary atmosphere rotation. The spectral line broadening caused by the
stellar rotation is determined analytically by using a rotational broadening function includ-
ing limb darkening. Global rotation of the planetary atmosphere at different heights making
the line distort is also considered. To validate the developed model, synthetic spectra of
the Earth atmosphere measured by Earth observation payloads are being used. Combined
transmittance from a 68 level layered atmosphere of the Earth can be directly interpreted
as transmission spectra of the atmosphere in a transiting planet. As an initial result, calcu-
lated stellar and planetary spectral transitions show a consistency with what was predicted in
previous studies.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Beyond the first extrasolar planet

Since the first detection of planet orbiting a Sun-like star (51 Pegasi) in 1995[1], more than
350 candidates of various types of planets around main-sequence stars have been discovered
by now[2]. It is considered that the detection of the extrasolar planets (hereafter exoplan-
ets) leads the path to clear understanding of the evolution of the solar system as one of the
ubiquitous systems in the Universe. Furthermore, demanding bio-signatures from exoplanets
may produce an immense constraint on the origin of the theoryof life. Encouragingly, the
exoplanet detection rate is fast increased[2, 3] as shown inFigure 1.1, and detectable mass
and size have become less than 2 Earth-mass(ME) and -size(RE)[4]. By employment of
advanced technology, the next generation telescopes whichwill be built within few decades
are expected to detect tiny signals from terrestrial exoplanets in the habitable zone.

A range of conventional methodologies for discovering exoplanets have been established
and advanced in many ways. Although direct imaging, which requires very high contrast
ratio and angular resolution of instrument, is the most intuitative way, just a few of them
have been found by this methodology[5, 6]. Instead of the direct method, indirect techniques
such as astrometry, gravitational microlensing, radial velocity, and transit spectroscopy have
been more commonly used, because most of exoplanet candidates orbit so close to its parent
star with rapid rate that astronomers meet frequent chancesto verify exoplanets in short
period again. Also, massive masses and sizes which are as same level as Jupiter(MJup)

help finding exoplanets easily by inducing higher fluctuation in the signals during their orbit.
Some of detection methodologies will be introduced in the next chapter.

1.2 Detection methods

1.2.1 Direct imaging

Direct imaging is useful technique for the observation of exoplanets on large semi-major axis
over 5 AU, which distance is most likely considered as a limitof indirect measurements[5, 6].
Spectroscopic and photometric data from direct imaging make also possible to derive phys-
ical properties of exoplanets without the parent star’s interruption. Basically, it requires
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Figure 1.1: Detected exoplanets with time-series since 1989. Between 5 exoplanets found
before 1995, HD 114762b is re-classified as an exoplanet after discovery in 1989 because
of its mass. Other 3 and 1 orbit around pulsars called PSR 1257+12 and PSR B1620-26. A
histogram is taken fromhttp://exoplanet.eu.

highly advanced observation and imaging process technology to separate exoplanets from
the host star. For this reason, only ground telescopes having very large apertures with
adaptive optics and some of the space telescopes have succeeded in imaging exoplanets.
In 2004, using the 8–m class ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) inChile, a companion of
young brown dwarf, 2MASSWJ 1207334–393254, located∼70 pc away from the Earth, has
been observed as the first directly imaged exoplanet. By the help of adaptive optics system
calledNaos-Conica (NACO) on the VLT, difficulties in sharpening a faint object could be
successfully overcome during the observation. Physical properties of a companion such as
projected separation from the dwarf (∼55 AU), mass (5±2 MJup), and effective temperature
(1250±200 K) were able to be also estimated by this method[5].

Since the first imaging, VLT with NACO was discovered 5 more exoplanets from differ-
ent planetary systems have been observed, sometimes, usingwith a coronagraphy observa-
tion mode which allows enhancement of resolving power nearby the parent star by occulting
the bright centre of the field. Recently, other large ground-telescopes, the Keck (10–m) and
Gemini (8–m), have detected a multi-planetary system from A-type main sequence star, HR
8799[6]. In addition, ACS coronagraphic camera onHubble Space Telescope (HST) con-
firmed one exoplanet within the debris disk of the Fomalhaut[7].
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Figure 1.2: Directly imaged companions in their host planetary systems, (a)2MASSWJ 1207334–393254[5], (b)AB Pictoris[11], (c)GQ
Lupi[12], (d)SCR 1845–6357[13], (e)UScoCTIO 108[14], (f)β Pictoris[15], (g)CT Chamaeleontis[16, 17], (h)Fomalhaut[7], and (i)HR
8799[6].
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Unless exoplanets were massive, far from the star, and bright enough to grab its sig-
nal, currently ongoing observation programme might not show productive results for the
fainter than the detected. The technology like nulling interferometry for current ground
telescopes[8] are being developed for highly sensitive observation, andTerrestrial Planet
Finder Interferometer (TPF-I)[9] by NASA andDarwin[10] by ESA for space interferom-
eters are planned to be launched within 10 years. Also, two concepts for future projects
are ongoing: ground telescopes such as theGiant Magellan Telescope (GMT)[18], Euro-
pean Extreme Large Telescope (E-ELT)[19], andThirty-Metre Telescope (TMT)[20] persu-
ing ‘extremely large’ collecting area, and space-borne telescopes such asJames Web Space
Telescope (JWST)[21] andTPF Coronagraph (TPF-C)[22] The programme would be com-
pleted within one or two decades.

1.2.2 Astrometry

The astrometry, simply positioning the celestial bodies onthe sky, is the oldest astronomical
technique and, also, is mainly used to try to find exoplanets around nearby stars. In a plan-
etary system, a star and a planet co-rotate centering aroundcentre of mass of the system,
called barycentre. Thus, a star would regularly wobble and show a periodic shift by hosting
a planet, so stellar movement is able to reversely provide physical information of exoplanet.
It is considered that astrometry is one of the most sensitivemethod, in theory, enough to
discover the Earth-sized exoplanet and derive accurate exoplanet mass. Unlike other tech-
niques, although ‘Face-on’ orbit of exoplanet maximizes parent star’s movement, no special
‘alignment’ between objects is needed because most of visible stars can be surveyed and
astrometry is a complimentary technique to the transit and the Doppler spectroscopy which
methods desire ‘Edge-on’ orbit. Technical difficulty, however, restricts observable targets to
be low-mass and nearby stars from the solar system. Effectiveness of astrometry is essen-
tially related to stellar displacement determined by mass ratio between star and planet, and
distance from the observer.

There have been several astrometric experiments for detecting exoplanets in nearby stars
(e.g. 61 Cygni and Barnard star) and it seemed to have been succeeded in detection[24, 23].
Their discoveries, however, were not proven by successive observations and their claims
still remains uncertain. This is because astrometry for an exoplanet detection requires too
high precision of measurement (few micro arcsecond), whichis hard to achieve, to allow
frequent detection rate. In spite of the precision difficulty, in 2002, it was reported that ob-
servations by HST astrometrically estimated accurate physical mass of an exoplanet (Gliese
876b), which was already confirmed via Radial Velocity (RV) method before[25]. Also, as
the first discovery, a companion orbiting VB 10 was successfully observed by Palomar tele-
scope astrometry in 2009 (Figure1.3) and its mass was announced as∼7 MJup in the best
estimation[26]. Determination of absolute mass of course needs assumptions to be made
since only mass ratios are determined.

An atmospheric interference limits the accuracy of astrometric measurements from the
ground. For this reason, two future space-borne instruments, NASA’s Space Interferometry
Mission (SIM)[27] and ESA’sGaia[28] are designed to acquire accuracy that has never been
made before. The SIM mission is expected to detect terrestrial-size planets, while theGaia
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Figure 1.3: (Left)Observed orbital motion of VB 10 is clearly shown on a seriesof pictures
made for 9 years observation. (Right)Its predicted orbit is displayed on RA and Dec plane.

to detect gas giant exoplanets through the sky survey.

1.2.3 Gravitational microlensing

In a situation of alignment between observer, foreground object (lens), and background ob-
ject (source), gravitational field of the lens distorts the path of the light from the source
and then the observer can experience magnification of the brightness of the lens. This
gravitational lensing phenomena firstly proved by Einstein (1936)[29], was proposed as
one of detection methods for exoplanets in 1991[30]. Gould &Loeb (1992)[31] described
the details of microlensing event mathematically. The brightness curve(A) in the course of
the source passing across the lens would be expressed as

A =
u2 + 2

u
√

u2 + 4
, (1.1)

whereu, a function of time, is the separation between the lens and the source on a projected
plane, and is given by

u (t) =

√

u2
0 +

(

t − t0
tE

)2

. (1.2)

Three parameters consisting of Equation.1.2 mean minimum separation(u0), the time of
peak magnification(t0), and Einstein time-scale(tE) explaining the source crossing time
of Einstein ring(RE) which gives the vicinity of an refracted light annulus around the lens
image. For the case of the solar mass lens,tE andRE typically correspond to 2 months and
4 AU assuming 100km/s transverse velocity of the Galactic center relative to the lens star.
This yields the magnification of microlensing nearly 1.3.

If the lens hosts planets, gravitational perturbations by planets, called ‘the caustic’ appear
on the symmetric line of main shape and it provides the physical properties of exoplanet. Fig-
ure 1.4 shows the measured brightness variation during a microlensing event, OGLE–2003–
BLG–235 (or MOA–2003–BLG–53)[32]. Currently, the microlensing method, which term
is applicable for a stellar mass foreground object, is considered as one of the most sensitive
method capable of the discovery of Earths-sized exoplanet in small orbital separation:∼0.1ME
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Figure 1.4: Images of time-dependent brightness change (1st row), schematic geometries
(2nd row), and light curves (3rd row) of the lens during microlensing event in OGLE–2003–
BLG–235 (or MOA–2003–BLG–53). Through phase 1 (1st column)to 3 (3rd column),
intrinsic peaks by ‘caustic’ marked as red shape near the ‘Star’ in 2nd rows are occurred
during the source passing edges of caustic. Courtesy of B. Scott Gaudi.

and≥0.5 AU in theory[33].
As the occurrence of microlensing is unpredictable and relies on a proper alignment of

the lens and the source on the line of sight, observations towards the Galactic bulge increase
the detection probability because of its high density. Since the first detection in 2004, 8 ex-
oplanets reported by microlensing have been discovered with the bulge background. Also, a
microlensing event normally lasts just few hours for the terrestrial planet and few days for the
giant, so follow-up observations after the first finding should be required for its confirmation.

An unrepeatable characteristic of alignment makes observation of an exoplanet improb-
able and it requires long-term and continuous observationsby network telescopes. There
are 2 programmes mainly contributing monitoring microlensing events of exoplanets:Op-
tical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE)[34], andMicrolensing Observations in As-
trophysics (MOA)[35] located in opposite side of the Earth (Chile and New Zealand) so
that real time survey is possible. In order to take advantageof the density of the Galac-
tic bulge, telescopes are located on the Southern hemisphere. Once one of telescopes has
initially succeeded in detecting an event, for the continuous monitoring, the follow-up ob-
servation via network telescopes comes after immediately,which includes Robonet[36],Mi-
crolensing Follow-Up Network (MicroFUN)[37], andProbing Lensing Anomalies NETwork
(PLANET)[38].

1.2.4 Radial velocity

Since the first discovery, radial velocity (RV) (Doppler spectroscopy) is a tool which has
contributed to>300 exoplanets detection, and is the most productive and effective method
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between techniques so far. As mentioned inAstrometry section, a parent star wobbling
around barycentre makes changes in its position on the sky and, also, velocity in radial
direction with respect to the observer. If a system does not lie ‘perfectly’ face-on, a velocity
vector of stellar movements back and forth is detectable andthis yields displacements in
spectral lines by Doppler shift.

A shape of RV curve depends on orbital parameters[39]: semi-major axis (a), orbital
inclination (i), period (P ), eccentricity (e), masses of star and planet (M andm), and argu-
ment of pericentre (ω) which is the longitude of the observer’s line of sight with respect to
the pericentre. Generally, inclination of orbital plane isnot known, so only minimum mass
of exoplanet (msini) estimated can be provided by RV detection. Using some of orbital
parameters, minimum mass,msini is written as[40]

m sin i = K
(

1 − e2
)

(

P (m + M)2

2πG

)1/3

, (1.3)

whereK is the orbital velocity semiamplitude andG is the gravitational constant. Here, star
mass (M) can be assumed much larger than planet mass (m), thenK is given

K =

(

2πG

P

)

m sin i

M2/3

(

1 − e2
)

−1/2
. (1.4)

For the convenience, this equation can be expressed with familiar notation,

K = 0.089 m/s

(

P

year

)

−1/3(
m sin i

ME

)(

M

MS

)

−2/3

. (1.5)

For the case of planets orbiting the Sun, assumingi is zero, maximum radial velocity would
be 13 m/s with a period of 12 years for the Jupiter and 0.089 m/sfor the Earth during 1 year.
This means that long-term observation is required for confirmation of exoplanet with broad
orbital separation, and this fact means that exoplanets detected by the RV method mostly
have short periods (a day to 10 years) with large mass (Jupiter mass) and narrow distance
from the central star (0.01 AU to 6 AU).

Although the RV method is a distance independent methodology, it requires high signal-
to-noise ratio and is mostly useful for nearby stars and massive planet orbiting with small
separation, called ‘Hot Jupiters’. Hot Jupiters orbit so close to its parent star that these
planets are tidally locked and its effective temperature easily reaches<1,000K.

In the RV method, only one thing that can be measured is Doppler shift of the system on
the projected plane on the line of sight. This means that any atmospheric components and
bio-signature comprised in the exoplanets are not able to bedetected. Also, this method has
edge-on advantage unlike Astrometry. Because only minimummass of exoplanet (msini)
can be estimated, true mass of exoplanet would be higher thanestimated except few of them
which have exact 90 degree inclination. Observed planet mass (msini) varies betweenm and
∞. Therefore, combined observation with transit or astrometry which give other physical
parameters provide more accurate estimation of exoplanet mass.

If the exoplanet orbit is edge-on, it blocks off a part of starduring the eclipse. During and
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Figure 1.5: (Left)A predicted Rossiter-McLaughlin effect of Earth-sized exoplanet with 1
AU orbital separation. (Right)RM effect is clearly shown on a radial velocity curve from
HD 209458. Best fit of its exoplanet mass is 0.657MJup.

after ingress of exoplanet, broadening in stellar absorption line by its rotation would be partly
reduced, especially incoming part towards the observer, then, the obscuration yields the line
red-shifted and,vice versa before and during egress. This is called Rossiter-McLaughlin
(RM) effect[41, 42] and it drives high amplitude in RV curve in the transit. The amplitude
due to RM effect is given by

KR ≡ VS sin IS
γ2

1 − γ2
(1.6)

= 0.38 m/s

(

VS sin IS

5km/s

)(

r

RE

)2(
R

RS

)

−2

. (1.7)

In here,γ ≡ r/R wherer andR are the radius of exoplanet and host star. An assumed stellar
rotation rate 5 km/s givesKR to 52.8 m/s for the Jupiter and 0.38 m/s for the Earth (Left in
Figure 1.5) which are nearly 4 times larger amplitude ofKs. The RM effect is very helpful
to determine the mass of exoplanet because inclination of the orbit can be provided through
this effect. Figure 1.5 (left) shows measured RM effect in HD209458 and its exoplanet mass
is decided to 0.657MJup with low uncertainty[43].

In order to achieve high precision in RV measurement, state-of-the-art spectrographs
on large ground telescopes are operating. Mainly, two spectrographs, theHigh Resolution
Escelle Spectrograph (HIRES)[44] on the Keck telescope and theHigh Accuracy Radial
velocity Planetary Search project (HARPS)[45] on ESO La Silla telescope, contribute to
search for exoplanets with 1 m/s precision in RV. Recently, the HARPS was successful in
the discovery of a 1.94ME exoplanet orbiting around Gliese 581. Also, other current instru-
ments such as thehigh-resolution spectroscoph (HRS)[46] on theHobby-Eberly Telescope
(HET), SOPHIE[47] and ELODIE[48] on the telescope ofObservatoire de Haute-Provence,
and CORALIE[49] on the Euler Swiss telescope at La Silla are working and used for RV
measurements of exoplanets. As a result of their efforts, 34multi-planetary systems of 38 in
total were achieved by this method.
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1.2.5 Magnetospheric Emission

Like the Earth, planets comprising internal dynamo currents generates magnetic fields around
the sphere. Its shape and strength rely on iron amount and movement and the solar wind ef-
fect which is the source of the magnetopause formation. Interaction between magnetic fields
and the magnetised plasma in the solar wind, called electroncyclotron masers, produces en-
ergetic electrons (keV) in the radio band ranged from decametric to kilometric wavelength.

The radio luminosity is proportional to the solar wind powerinto magnetopause. There-
fore, the Earth emits more robust radio emission than Uranusand Neptune, even if their
magnetic fields are stronger than that of the Earth. Exoplanets hosted by active stars are not
easy to detect using other methods; magnetic emission, however, has an advantage of target-
ing these stars. In addition to this benefit, magnetic fields prevent hosting atmosphere and
life of exoplanet from being exposed to energetic particles. This may support a hypothesis
that detected magnetised terrestrial planets have better conditions for habitability.

Currently, efforts to detect magnetic emission for exoplanets have been increased. For de-
cametre burst detection, several ground telescopes are ongoing, such as theLong Wavelength
Array (LWA)[50] in the Mexico, theLow-Frequency Array (LOFAR)[51] in the Netherlands
and theSquare Kilometer Array (SKA)[52] in the Australia or South Africa. As a future
space mission, NASA plans to build a telescope far side of theMoon for kilometric radiation
detection from terrestrial exoplanets, because the Earth’s ionosphere is generally opaque to
the radiation above 30 m wavelength.

1.2.6 Transit photometry and spectroscopy

If a companion passes in front of (Primary transit) or behind(Secondary transit) the star
(Figure 1.6), brightness of the system decreased for a time.If the dimming is observable at
regular intervals with a fixed period, it is expected that an exoplanet spins around the star
with nearly 90◦ orbit inclination. Even though inclination must be quasi-random, transit
light curves from 60 exoplanets have been obtained so far. Spectroscopically, variation of
combined light of the system at different wavelengths tellstransmission (primary transit),
emission (secondary transit), and reflection (outside transits) light of exoplanet. Simply, the
level of each radiation to stellar radiation is, then,

Transmission of Atmos. Annulus :
Aatm

R2
, (1.8)

Thermal emission :
(TP

T

)( r

R

)2

, (1.9)

P lanetary reflection : f
(r

a

)2

, (1.10)

whereAatm, TP andT , f , anda are area of atmosphere annulus, effective temperature of
exoplanet and star, planetary phase function, and planet albedo, respectively. For the case of
the hot Jupiters, each level is typically equivalent with the order of 10−4, 10−3, and 10−5[53].
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Figure 1.6: (Left)Schematic diagram for geometry of the system during transits, and
(Right)a light curve of HD 209458b during primary transit.

As the only indirect method to take advantage of photometry and spectroscopy together,
this allows us to know more about the atmosphere of an exoplanet. So far, the transit method
is only one way to understand planetary atmosphere outside the solar system.

During primary transit, a photometric light curve in given wavebands contributes to es-
timation of the ratio of an exoplanet and host star size (r/R). Assuming that the stellar
radius is well known from its spectrum type, the radius of exoplanet can be determined by
the following equation,

Depth of transit =
( r

R

)2

. (1.11)

Note that ‘depth of transit’ is shown in Figure 1.6 as ‘A’. Combining with mass predicted by
RV method, the derived radius enables deduction of the density of exoplanet, so that bulk
composition of the exoplanet can be predicted[54]. Additionally, a curve shape (marked
as ‘B’ in Figure 1.6) shows the obscured amount of brightnessalong the transit path that
reflects limb darkening profile of parent star[55]. And transmitted stellar light through the
exoplanet’s atmosphere limb gives transmission spectrum which may reveal diverse molecu-
lar or metallic species present in the atmosphere and, moreover, temperature profile as well.
Figure 1.7 (left) displays a case of measured transmission spectrum from HD 189733b[56]
and absorptions in water vapour and methane contained in theHD 189733b’s atmosphere.

In the phase of secondary transit, exoplanet’s emission canbe measured by subtracting
in-transit spectrum from out-of-transit spectrum. For example, IR emission features from
HD where exoplanet’s thermal radiation mainly is emitted, is useful for the detection of the
signal from cloud/hazes and the effective temperature of the exoplanet.

Recent successful observations with high measurement accuracy also showed a hot Jupiter’s
brightness variation between transits. This make possibleto describe relative longitudinal
brightness of exoplanet surface and critical implication to atmospheric dynamics of tidally-
locked exoplanet[59, 60]. Figure 1.8 clearly shows HD 209458b’s primary and secondary
transit dimming and surface map simulated based on brightness change of the system during
out-of-transit.

The probability of transit is defined as a ratio of stellar diameter and orbital diameter
(R/D). This means that exoplanets close to the central star have more possibility to be
spotted than exoplanets like planets in the solar system–these exoplanets can be detected
for a tiny fraction of orbital period, typically few hours todays. For the Earth-like planet
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Figure 1.7: (Left)Comparison transmission spectrum of HD 189733b measured by NIC-
MOS on the HST and a model presents absorption mainly derivedby water vapour and
methane[56]. (Right)Various measurement data gained by IRAC and IRAS on theSpitzer
telescope shows broadband IR emission spectrum of same target[58].

distant 1 AU from the parent star, transit time reaches 12 hours during 1 year, only 0.5%
per orbital period. It means that long-period observation towards same target is essentially
required. Overcoming the intrinsic limitation of transit method, NASA’sKepler mission[61]
performs continuous observation at a fixed Cygnus-Lyra region with 10◦×10◦ field-of-view.
It is expected to detect∼100 Earth-sized planets in 100,000 nearby stars during 3.5 years
(up to 6 years) operation.

Interest in detection of transiting exoplanet and its atmosphere has been steadily in-
creased. Some ground and space based telescopes are being operated and this effort ac-
celerates the successful detection. Network projects withsmall ground telescopes perform
transit photometry covering a wide field-of-view of the sky.The Trans-atlantic Exoplanet
Survey (TrES) project runs three 10 cm telescopes located at LowellObservatory, Palomar
Observatory, and the Canary Islands and it has confirmed 4 exoplanets[62]. In Hawaii, the
two 200-millimeter telephoto binocular camera, calledXO-telescope, found 5 transiting ex-
oplanets from nearby stars[63]. TheHungarian Automated Telescope Network (HATNet)
project is consist of 6 fully automated 11 cm telescopes located at two Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory (SAO) sites in Arizona and Mauna Kea, Hawaii[64]. So far 14 exo-
planets including 1 multi-planetary system has been known through HATNet. Wide Angle
Search for Planets (WASP) can cover 500 square degrees of the sky using 8 multi-cameras
built on one mount. WASP’s two telescopes placed at the Canary Islands and the South
Africa has made 14 detections of Jupiter-like exoplanets[65].

Large ground or space telescopes undertake spectroscopy for specific features of exo-
planet’s atmosphere. Even ifConvection, Rotation and Transits (CoRoT)[66] mainly does
photometry in visible band,CoRoT has a low-resolution spectral dispersing prism that is
able to provide RGB colours for simultaneous light curve. The Spitzer telescope and the
HST provides remarkable spectroscopic data which is acquired from IR instruments, IRAC
(imager in 4 bands) and IRS (spectrograph), and NICMOS (spectroscope). Recently, as a
ground telescope, VLT made the first detection of an exoplanet’s atmospheric feature using
Sodium doublet line[67].
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Figure 1.8: (Left)Light curve of combined light of HD 209458 during one orbital period.
Brightness variation is clearly shown between transits andis led by the phase change of HD
209458b during orbit. (Right)Longitudinal brightness of HD 209458b can be mapped based
on the light curve between two eclipses[60].
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Chapter 2

Research objectives

The intervention of a transiting exoplanet alters spectralfeatures of the parent star and it
varies depending on different effects of the star and exoplanet. In this thesis work, the spec-
tral characterisation of a transiting exoplanet will be mainly studied. Analytic calculation for
spectral line on rotating star and line-by-line radiative transfer model for exoplanet’s trans-
mission spectrum will be considered for a transit model. Earth observation data achieved by
space mission will validate the transmission model built. Using transit signals deduced by
the complete model, optical requirements will be proposed for a conceptual telescope design
and its required performance. Detail items are listed below.

• Understand the transit method and transmission spectra of exoplanet during its
transit event.

• Find the rotation effects by parent star and exoplanet atmosphere to the spectral
variation in combined light and transmission. A transit model using a radiative
transfer model should take into account the wind and global rotation in the atmosphere.
Rotation effect should be shown in line shape.

• Build the spectrum model for rotating parent star with its characterised vari-
abilities and the radiative transfer model for transmission spectra of spinning
exoplanet.

• Analyse detectability of spectral features during the transit. Line distortion during
the transit should be detectable with reasonable optical system. Through detectability
study, possible detection signals for different exoplanettypes should be sorted out.

• Suggest the optical and mechanical requirements for the detection of selected
spectral variations. Suggested optical requirements should have technical reality at
least and relevant to specifications of current or near future mission.

• Design conceptual optical system and optomechanical sturucture satisfying de-
sired requirements. Based on derived optical requirements, conceptual design of
candidate optics should be suggested.
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Chapter 3

Transit model

The transmission spectrum of transiting exoplanet has beenbroadly studied since the first
study by Seager & Sasselov (2000)[68] which proposed the idea of detection of transmission
spectrum from exoplanets. Brown (2001)[69] calculated transmissions for extrasolar giant
planet (EGP) in visible and near-IR band, and described the influences of wind and tem-
perature profile on spectral line. Hubbard et al. (2001)[70]schematically showed Rayleigh
scattering of atmosphere in EGP during the transit. On the other hand, Ehrenreich et al.
(2005)[71] calculated synthetic spectrum of various typesof terrestrial exoplanets in UV,
visible, and IR using profiles of dominant species on atmosphere in cases of various spectral
type host stars.

Similarly, Kaltenegger & Traub (2009)[72] (hereafter, KT)calculated limb transmission
for each atmospheric element including the HITRAN based lines for H2O, CO2, O3, CH4,
O2, and HNO3. The atmosphere is ranged from 0 km to 100 km in tangential height and
consists of 30 layers. Rayleigh scattering for visible wavelength is also considered. As the
first application, solar occultation IR spectra measured inATMOS was applied in this study
in order to confirm line-by-line radiative transfer model for Earth-like planet.

For detailed transit modelling work, light from both bodiesof parent star and exoplanet
are needed to be defined together, because current technology’s detectable signal from the
transit system is typically collected within one pixel on detector plane.

3.1 Spectral line profile

As the first step, a well defined theoretical line profile is necessary for a spectroscopic transit
model. To represent a line for star and exoplanet atmosphere, the Voigt profile is used which
is widely studied by the time and gives good agreement in fitting atmospheric lines.

Primarily, line broadening in the atmosphere originates intwo physical processes: natural
broadening and Doppler broadening. These mechanisms can bedescribed by the Lorentzian
and the Doppler profile. The Voigt profile deals with two processes together and is a convo-
lution of these profiles. The Voigt profile function,P (a, u), is then given by

P (a, u) =
a

π

∫

∞

−∞

e−y2

(u − y)2 + a2
dy, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Transit curves of HD 209458 modeled for 10 bandpasses from 532 (red line)
to 1019 nm (violet line)[60]. They applied four-parameter nonlinear equations in order to
describe precise limb darkening effect.

where
a =

γL

4πγD
, γD =

ν0

c

√

2kT/m, u =
ν − ν0

γD
, (3.2)

γL andγD are the Lorentzian and the Doppler widths.ν0, k, T , andm are the centre fre-
quency of line, the Boltzmann constant, temperature, and the molecular weight, respectively.
And u gives the dimensionless frequency offset. Finally, the intensity of line (I) is obtained
using optical depth (τ ),

I = I(0)eτ(0)P (a,u), (3.3)

Here,I(0) andτ(0) are the intensity at the source and the optical depth withoutany broad-
ening. Using the Voigt profile, spectral lines to be used in this study will be fitted based on
measured data from the satellite.

3.2 Parent star model

3.2.1 Limb darkening

When exoplanet moves across the stellar disk, obscured portion of light of the star is not
constant with time, because regional brightness of the stellar disk is a function of distance
from a centre of disk, which is called ‘limb darkening’. It is caused by an optical thickness
change in photosphere of star which absorbs radiation from an underlayer. By empirical limb
darkening, brightness of a given location of the stellar disk (I) is expressed as

I = I0 [1 − w (1 − cos θ)] , (3.4)

whereI0 andθ are brightness of disk centre and an angle between the line ofsight and the
line from star centre to a position on the surface. Andw is the limb darkening coefficient
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagrams of (Left)brightness of the stellar disk by empirical limb
darkening equation (w = 0.3), and (Right)radial velocity (v) profile of rigid body star, with
respect to the distance from rotational axis.

which determines a rate of brightness change along stellar radius. Sow = 0 givesI = I0

that means a flatness of entire stellar disk. Typically,w for the Sun is considered as∼0.3 and
a modeled limb darkening is shown in the left of Figure 3.2.

For a precise determination, stellar limb darkening needs acomplicated analysis using
observations for each wavelength separately. In general, limb darkening is not well known
except for the Sun. In addition, absorption in photosphere varies with wavelengths that gives
more complexity. One precisely determined limb darkening of HD 209458 by observing
transits of a companion[73]. Figure 3.1 shows a set of transit curves at 10 different band-
passes and it is obvious that each curve shape is affected to some extent by limb darkening.

3.2.2 Rotational broadening

Basically, intrinsic spectral features of star are characterised by absorption in photosphere.
These lines, however, are transformed by the stellar rotation which is called ‘rotational broad-
ening effect’. the spectral line coming from each point of the stellar disk is Doppler-shifted
by different radial velocity and integration of whole linesgives a rotationally broadened stel-
lar line. Approaching part towards an observer broadens blue (short-wavelength) wing of the
stellar line andvice versa. Therefore, the faster star rotates, the more broadening there is
in a spectral line.

Stellar rotation rate is determined by stellar physical characteristics. As the massive and
bright one, O5 stars has 190 km/s equatorial rotation velocity[74]. For the case of the Sun
as one of cool star, rotation period is 25 days. Suppose solidrotation for the Sun, maximum
amount of radial velocity at equator is correspond to 2 km/s at the limb. By the relativity
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Figure 3.3: (Left)Rotational broadened stellar line calculated by numerical and analytic
method. Input rotational velocity is set to 5 km/s. Difference between two methods is less
than 0.1%. (Right)Solar CO-line at 2154.595 cm−1 with controlled rotational velocity.

theory, Doppler shift of spectral line is defined as

ν̃ = ν̃0 ×
(

1

1 + v
c

)

. (3.5)

ν̃0 gives the original line centre in wavenumber.v and c mean radial velocity at the sur-
face and light velocity. For the rigid body rotation, radialvelocity profile is shown in the
right of Figure 3.2. Line shift (∆ν̃) in a unit line coming from Solar limb, then, would be
6.7×10−6 cm−1 from line centre while∆ν̃ for an O5 star is 6.3×10−4 cm−1 which is 2 orders
of magnitude larger than that of the Sun.

There are two concepts for reproduction of the rotational broadening effect: numerical
and analytic method. Firstly, numerical method (or disk integration mechanics) is to calcu-
late radial velocity at every points of the stellar disk and adds together. Relative brightness of
each point can be also taken into account numerically by considering limb darkening equa-
tion. This method, however, requires large computational resources, and may not give an un-
derstanding of the physical process of rotational broadening effect[75]. On the other hand,
the analytic method uses the modulation function to calculate the broadening. Broadened
line profile (Fλ) is a convolution between an intrinsic spectral line (H(λ)) and a rotational
broadening function (RBF,G(λ)) which limb darkening is included, and can be written as

Fλ = H(λ) ∗ G(λ) (3.6)

Note that ‘∗’ means a convolution. Therefore, this equation shows that the key factor in the
analytic method would be a precise determination ofG(λ) function. The details of rotational
broadening function is presented in Appendix A. Figure 3.3 shows the difference between
modelled line broadening by two methods, which ranges within±0.1% and rotational broad-
ening solar CO-lines (2154.595 cm−1) with controlled rotating velocity of 0, 5, and 10 km/s.
In here, rigid rotation of the stellar atmosphere is assumedand the solar spectrum measured
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by ACE-FTS are used. Rotational broadening only affects on the shape, not the equivalent
width of the line.

There are more factors to be considered for theG(∆λ) function. Above all, star shows
differential rotation rather than rigid rotation. This means latitudinal rotation rates are not
constant with that of equator. For the Sun, the equatorial atmosphere has∼30% larger angu-
lar velocity than at the pole that is rotating period at the pole is 9 more days longer than at the
equator[76]. Additionally, the stellar rotation axis is inclined to the line of sight. Inclination
of axis changes the radial velocity profile of the stellar disk. Macro- and micro-turbulence in
the photosphere also add to broadening in the stellar line.

3.3 Exoplanet model

3.3.1 2-dimensional model – ACE-FTS

A transiting exoplanet seen by the observer seems like a diskwhile in front of the stellar disk.
And an annulus of atmosphere is placed outside optically thick disk (i.e. rocky part for the
terrestrial). When rays from parent star penetrate in parallel to the line of sight through multi
layered atmosphere at the limb, the optical depth of each rayis on tangential heights which
determine optical path. A set of optical depths is able to be mapped in two-dimensional
transmission so that it represents atmospheric annulus of exoplanet.

In particular, transmission of transiting exoplanet is analogous to the data gathered by a
limb sounder. Hence, detectable transmission spectrum from an exoplanet such a perfectly
twin Earth would be same as the Earth limb sounding data. There are two measurement
methods in atmospheric limb sounding: solar occultation mode and limb view mode. (See
Figure 3.4) Using the light from the Sun, solar occultation mode measures transmission
spectra of the sunlight at different tangential heights anddirect solar spectrum together and
transmissions can be acquired by ratioing these spectra[77]. On the other hand, limb view
mode uses thermal radiation from slant paths of atmosphere in order for retrieval of the verti-
cal profiles of temperature, constituents, and aerosols. Therefore, solar occultation spectrum
is directly interpreted as transmission of Earth-like planet for a 2D transit model.

For this study, transmission spectra achieved byAtmospheric Chemistry Experiment

(ACE-FTS)[78] which is the Canadian Fourier transform spectrometer are applied into the
model. ACE-FTS data set is consist of a series of 72 transmission spectra and solar spectrum.
Tangential height is ranged from 5.026 to 129.942 km and observed location is near 70◦N
and 0◦E. For the convenient, top 4 layers being mostly transmissive over all wavelengths
are excluded and spectra lower than the boundary of 120 km areonly considered. Figure
3.5 shows ACE-FTS transmission spectra at various tangential heights and solar spectrum
in 2100 to 2200 cm−1. In the figure, absorption by Carbon monoxide is dominant on both
spectrum. This will be mentioned later again.

To model the atmosphere of an Earth-like exoplanet, ACE-FTStransmission spectra is
reproduced using the Voigt profile mentioned in previous section. By assuming atmosphere
on exoplanet has same profile over the globe, annulus of atmosphere is able to be fully
covered. It is enough for this time because 2D transit model just plays a role of validation
tool for 3D model.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of limb sounder measurements.

Figure 3.5: Top 5 panels display transmission spectra of Earth atmosphere and bottom
panel shows solar spectra. Those are taken by ACE-FTS. Strong absorption lines by
Carbon monoxide are clearly shown on whole spectra. Also ozone features appear in the
troposphere and stratosphere between 2100 and 2140 cm−1.
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Figure 3.6: (Top)Schematic diagrams of the 3D exoplanet transit model from top and front
view. A ray from star pass a slant path of atmosphere (p) and (Bottom)spectral line of ray is
then transformed by considering transmittances derived byRFM and given velocity profile
in each cell.

3.3.2 3-dimensional model – RFM

To develop three-dimensional transit model, the atmosphere is made up with homogeneous
cells and each cell has its own transmittance calculated by given parameters. These include
pressure, temperature, concentration of a constituent at the altitude. A ray (Bλ) proceeds
forward from the first to the last cell of atmosphere, so ray onfinal cell (B

′

λ) represents a
transmitted star light passed through a slant path of atmosphere (see Figure 3.5). As men-
tioned in Kaltenegger & Traub (2009), rays are refracted inside atmosphere slightly due to
the atmospheric refractive index, but it is not considered here.

Transmittances of atmospheric cells can be calculated in radiative transfer models. In
this study, the Reference Forward Model (RFM)[79] is used. The RFM based on a GENLN2
is a line-by-line radiative transfer model and was originally developed to provide the refer-
ence spectra for the ESA’s MIPAS limb sounder. It is easily applicable for spectroscopic
calculation related to this study and capable of producing various types of molecular spec-
tra based on the HITRAN database. The RFM also handles 3 measurement modes which
are nadir viewing mode, limb viewing mode, and homogeneous mode. Especially, homoge-
neous mode is usable for radiative transfer calculation using a fixed condition and it derives
physical properties for an homogeneous cell. With this mode, transmittance for 120 cells
from altitude 0 to 120 km with 1 km resolution can be calculated for an atmospheric vertical
column.

Unlike the 2D transit model, at the same time of transmittance calculation, spectral vari-
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Figure 3.7: The ACE-FTS ILS profile can be acquired from a collapsed MIPAS ILS. The
half width of half maximum of lines are 0.035 (blue)and 0.02 cm−1 (red) each.

ation affected by wind and global rotation of atmosphere canbe controlled in 3D model. If a
wind vector exists in a cell, then the spectral line is Doppler-shifted by an amount of a vector
in Z-direction (line of sight) (see Figure 3.5). By extending the vector calculation to entire
atmosphere, the influence of atmospheric movement on transmission spectra can be found
numerically.

3.4 Model validation

To validate the 3D transit model, transmission spectra fromtwo models need to be compared
with each other in two ways: line shape and line strength. Vertical profiles of constituents
mainly determine the line features. In this work, a useful expression for line strength would
be introduced. To recognise transmission spectrum in the course of transit, ‘spectrum ratio’
(R′) can be defined as the ratio between stellar flux in- and out-of-transit[69]. This therefore
is written

R′ =
Fout − Fin

Fout

, (3.7)

whereFout andFin mean the stellar fluxes before and after transit.
In addition, for a clear understanding, it is assumed that there is not any stellar lines

within a given waveband for comparison that means the stellar photosphere is perfectly trans-
parent.

3.4.1 Validation with Instrument Line Shape (ILS)

As a Fourier transform spectrometer, ACE-FTS measured datastill includes the effect of the
finite spectral resolution and this makes the spectrum smoother. The effect is known as the
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Figure 3.8: Series of transmittance of CO-line by ACE-FTS raw data and line fitted ACE-
FTS at heights between 5.026 and 120.447 km, and RFM limb viewing mode and RFM limb
viewing mode convolved with ILS function at heights between5 km to 120 km. Note that
the RFM tangential heights start from 5 km due to comparability with ACE-FTS data. Its
narrow feature arises from absence of other lines in the band.
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Figure 3.9: Using the ILS, CO-line at 2139.425 cm−1 from atmosphere annulus are able to
be evaluated in 2D and 3D model. ‘Spectrum ratio’ is used to show the line strength, and
the stellar lines in a given waveband are ignored here. Aftera convolution with an adjusted
MIPAS ILS, the line derived from 3D model with new ILS shows a good agreement with 2D
models.

Instrument Line Shape (ILS) and it arises from the optical limitation of FTS that truncates
interferogram. Ideal ILS function (δ-function) converted into a sinc-function (sinx

x
) which is

a rectangular function in interferogram space that is the modulation function of the Fourier
transform. Therefore, a deconvolution between measured line from FTS and the ILS induces
the intrinsic line.[80] The ILS reflects instruments performance analysis and characteristics,
and its modelling is a critical issue for data.

Unfortunately, the ILS effect is not removed from the data set of ACE-FTS used in this
study. However, assuming ILS function being same shape of pure sinc-function, the ILS has
simply estimated using other instrument’s ILS profile, by adjusting a width based on a half
width of half maximum difference between instruments. The RFM kindly provides the ILS
for MIPAS as one of FTS. In order to find ‘simple’ ILS for ACE-FTS, MIPAS ILS function
is shrunk to 0.02/0.035 from the original line using the factthat the ACE-FTS has spectral
resolution of 0.02 cm whereas MIPAS has 0.035 cm (see Figure 3.6). The adjusted ILS is
then applied to intrinsic RFM transmittances and the derived transmission spectra from 3D
transit model should show a good agreement with 2D model. Forthe comparison, properties
from US standard atmosphere 1976 are used for vertical profiles of atmosphere in 3D model.
Transmittances from bottom to upper limit of atmosphere by ACE-FTS raw data, fitted ACE-
FTS data, RFM limb viewing mode, and RFM limb viewing mode with adjusted ILS profile
are shown in Figure 3.7. The ACE-FTS RAW curve gives the raw data from the instrument
directly without any manipulation.

Comparison between 2D and 3D model is presented in Figure 3.8. A convolution with
ILS function makes transform transmission line shape and strength in 3D model and this
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line well matches a line by 2D ACE-FTS FIT model and, even, ACE-FTS RAW model as
well. By doing this work, it is reasonable to mention that intrinsic transmission spectrum
calculated in 3D transit model is able to be fitted in the measured spectra. Therefore, the 3D
model shows a good performance on spectral calculation and can be validated by the help of
observed Earth atmospheric data.
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Chapter 4

Transmission spectra of an Earth-like
planet

In this chapter, characterisation for transmission spectra of Earth-like exoplanet will be dis-
cussed from the case studies. Specific cases for rotating bodies and the line existence on the
bodies will be also studied. In a detailed view, it will be studied that how the stellar line
being at same position of line on exoplanet changes a spectrum ratio and, at the same time,
how rotation of star and exoplanet distorts the line itself.Broadly, the transmission spectra
of Earth-like planet calculated in 3D transit model will be presented. Finally, derived results
will be compared with previous relevant work.

4.1 Carbon monoxide line at 4.7µm – Detailed view

To show transit effects on each line, CO rotational-vibrational spectrum distributed around
2143 cm−1 are selected by the following reasons. Firstly, the solar photosphere has abun-
dant CO in a given band and it is well understood so that combined effects derived by star
and exoplanet can be easily modeled. Secondly, CO concentration is well extended to high
altitude of the Earth atmosphere and, obviously, is a dominant absorber in the band as shown
in Figure 3.4. Also, CO is known as one of the most abundant molecules in hot Jupiters
except hydrogen[81]. Recently, it is reported that the IRACinstrument on theSpitzer Space
telescope having a suitable channel for this band seems to succeed in discovery CO during a
transit of HD 189733b[82].

4.1.1 Case study I - Stellar rotation

If there is a spectral line on photosphere, the stellar rotation makes corresponding line broad-
ening by a a mixture of Doppler shifts. During the transit, exoplanet blocks off a part of star
coming or receding relative to the observer and it attenuates blue or red portion of the spectral
line. The stellar line is then shifted towards long or short wavelength. As a result, spectrum
ratio during the transit varies dynamically and its value would be maximised after ingress or
before egress. This is because more distant part from rotational axis has larger magnitude of
radial velocity. If there is not any absorption which means continuous spectrum and the star
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Figure 4.1: (Left)The stellar rotation does not give any influence to spectrumratio if
there is no absorption line in a given band. Only a spectral line of exoplanet’s atmosphere
can be shown. (Right)The line broadened by the stellar rotation is shifted during the
transit. It makes spectrum ratio shape different from a casefor no rotation.

Figure 4.2: Spectrum ratio variation depending on the stellar rotation. Note that the level
of spectrum ratio is less than 10−4 marked as black dashed line which is the approximate
ratio of the Sun and the Earth radius. This is because occulted area after ingress is much
darker than the centre of the star as limb darkening effect.
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is static body (rotation rate = 0 km), a variation in level of signal can only be detected rather
than any featured curve.

To study the stellar rotation effect, CO line at 2139.425 cm−1 is used. Additionally, a
CO line at 2139.490 cm−1 is added for the star, which shows a superimposed line combined
with previous line (see small box inside the right graph in Figure 4.1). The stellar rotation is
assumed as 5 km/s and transit phase is set to ‘after ingress’.From the left of Figure 4.1, it is
shown that if a CO line does not exist on the star and does existon the transiting planet (as
[NL-L] on the graph), an absorption line from the planet is only appeared on the spectrum
ratio curve even if there is a rotation on star. However, if absorption line at the position
is shown on both as Figure 4.1(right) (as [L-L]), the stellarrotation yields different type
of spectrum ratio in the amplitude and the shape because of the stellar rotational line shift
during the transit.

The magnitude of spectrum ratio also can be magnified during the course of transit.
In Figure 4.2, the stellar rotational velocity mainly determines the extent of fluctuation in
spectrum ratio. The higher rate the star has, the more amplified the spectrum ratio is. When
the exoplanet is located in the centre of parent star, spectrum ratio would be more deeper
than any other phases due to limb darkening while the fluctuation is reduced due to the radial
velocity close to zero.

4.1.2 Case study II - Exoplanet rotation

Once light coming from the star meets exoplanet’s atmosphere, rotation or wind on the atmo-
sphere changes the line profile. Only rotation components atthe limb of atmosphere through
the line of sight are needed for the calculation, so rotational axis of atmosphere is assumed to
be perpendicular to orbital plane that intensifies the impact at the maximum. For the study, a
rigid rotation, velocity linearly increasing to the top, isalso assumed.

If the stellar line passes a cell in the approaching side to the observer, the line is calculated
as slightly blue-shifted after that. Then, the line would becontinuously shifted towards blue
until the last cell calculation. Therefore, a combined linewith lines in receding side produces
a broadened line profile which varies depending on the vertical profile of velocity. Figure
4.3 shows the variation of the CO-line profile with differentatmospheric rotation rate for the
case of intrinsic line with and without ILS effect. In this work, the stellar lines are excluded.
For the high rotation rate, rotation on each side of the atmosphere splits and makes two peaks
on spectral line rather than a broadening mentioned in the last section. Note that the depths
of two peaks are not equal because the stellar light in the approaching part is less bright
than in the other side on ingress phase. Clearly, it should show a symmetric shape about
the middle of the transit. Especially, although there is a significant atmospheric rotation in
the exoplanet, if rotational axis during the transit is leaned over 90◦ towards the centre of
the parent star like two seasons of the Uranus, then any broadening would not be able to be
obtained.

The Earth atmospheric rotation is roughly 0.5 km/s. It meansrotation in the atmosphere
of terrestrial exoplanet delivers so tiny effect on spectral feature that current instruments may
not make a detect at least within few years. EGPs, however, having robust rotation rate are
expected to show apparent line distortion induced by rotation and wind[69].
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Figure 4.3: Atmospheric rotation rate dependence for a single CO-line profile with no stellar
rotation (or no stellar lines). From 2 km/s rotation velocity, the line is split into two. The
blue lines includes ILS profile.

4.1.3 Case study III - Co-rotation in both bodies

Unlike case study I, co-rotation on the star and the exoplanet atmosphere shows distinctive
features in spectrum ratio. Rotation rates for both are imposed using 2 km/s for the exoplanet
and 5 km/s for the star each. If no absorption exists on the star, atmospheric rotation on the
exoplanet makes the line broadening as shown in Figure 4.3. As a reason for line depth
asymmetry in case study II, peak discord in R-C graph is occurred because of ingress. On
the contrary, its effect is still not enough to be recognisedon the spectrum ratio with the
stellar line as shown in right graph.

Spiegel et al. (2007) calculated spectrum ratio variation for tidally-locked hot Jupiter
transit using Na D line at 588.995 nm. They only considered rotations on the exoplanet to
show exoplanetary rotation effect. The realistic data of the system is taken from HD 209458
system for modelling work. Results from 3D transit model shows well agreed with this study
and, even, produces the more detailed features of both rotation effect.

4.2 IR synthetic spectra – Broad view

In order to build transmission spectra of the Earth-like planet, predominant atmospheric
molecules such as water vapour, methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and ozone
are chosen. Wavelength ranged from 4 to 16µm (625 to 2000 cm−1) is selected for the
calculation. Even if Rayleigh and Mie scattering contribute to absorption in this band[72], it
is not handled in the current 3D model yet.

As the first result, top and middle in Figure 4.5 show the contribution of each molecule
in atmosphere and integrated transmission of 5 species. Forthe comparison, bottom panel
shows transmission spectrum from previous KT model with spectral resolution (∆λ/λ) of
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Figure 4.4: (Left)Line broadening by the atmosphere on exoplanet makes smalldifference
between spectrum ratios with and without the stellar rotation. However, (Right)rotation on
small terrestrial exoplanet does not much affect on the spectrum ratio originated by the stellar
line.

500 for the shortwave and 150 for the longwave whereas 2200 for the result from the 3D
model. The main features of each molecule in 3D model are alsoshown in that of KT
model except HNO3 on 11µm. Transmission lower than 6 km in effective height from the
KT model is optically thick due to the scattering and, primarily, absorption by cloud layers.
These aspects should be discussed in 3D model later on. Usinghigh spectral resolution,
transmission spectra are computed for 5 species from 4.4 to 5.0µm. In a given band, the CO
has the deepest lines among molecules because CO extends to high altitude in the atmosphere
so that the line depth reaches to lower transmissions down relative to others (e.g. O3).
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Figure 4.5: IR transmission spectra for H2O, CO, CO2, O3, and CH4(Top)
and combined spectrum(Middle) from 3D transit model. Line dumps for each
molecule around 6µm for H2O, 4 and 15µm for CO2, 10µm for O3, and 8µm
for CH4(Top) are also shown in the KT model(Bottom). CO is not included
for the KT calculation.
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Figure 4.6: Earth transmission spectrum at around 4.6µm. It clearly shows contri-
bution of (Top)each transmission by H2O, CO, CO2, O3, and (Bottom)total trans-
mission. The CO extended to high altitude shows deeper and shallower lines relative
to other molecules.
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Chapter 5

Sources of interference for transiting
planet detection

5.1 Stellar variability

The stellar variability is mainly driven by magnetic process in the star. This activity may act
as a significant error source of transit detection either space or ground telescopes. As long-
term projects targeted terrestrial planet around main sequence star, accurate measurement of
long- and short- timescale variability becomes the key factor for the successful detection.

The most of sun-like stars have their variability like the Sun and it depends on stellar con-
vection and magnetic activity. Convective variability, called micro-variability induces stellar
granulation in short timescale (hours) whereas relativelylong-term variability by magnetic
activity produces noise signals of faculae, starspot rotation and its cycle (e.g. Solar cycle)
[84]. The timescale of variability by convection is an orderof magnitude shorter than by
long-term. Therefore, it is considered that short time variability may hinder detection of
a terrestrial planet around a Sun-like star because it gives12 hours transit duration. Espe-
cially, high precision observation from space-based telescope would be more limited by the
micro-variability rather than from ground[85].

Variability delivers the stellar flux variation that is muchstronger than transit signal. For
example, a sunspot changes 2000 to 2500 part per million (ppm) of solar flux. It is almost
20 times bigger than the transit dip of Earth-sized planet, 84 ppm[86]. Hence, a filtering
model to separate transit signal from the stellar brightness curve is an essential prerequisite
to a transit mission launch such asKepler andCOROT

5.2 Earth atmospheric limitation

The visible light from the Universe is able to reach the ground without significant absorption
in the Earth atmosphere. The Earth atmosphere, however, disturbs the light source detection
of ground telescopes in several regions of IR band and molecules absorption in the atmo-
spheric makes observational windows as shown Figure 5.1. Asprimary absorption species,
water vapour and carbon dioxide block out near and far IR. Possible observation bands in
the ground are quite limited. Astronomical bands in IR are listed as Table 5.1 with their
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Figure 5.1: The Earth atmosphere vertical transmission ranged between UV and IR.
Molecules absorption by water vapour and carbon dioxide obscure parts of IR region for
ground observation. Courtesy of GIST.

Table 5.1: Infrared bands for different atmosphere windows.
Band Band centre (µm) Range (µm) Transparency Brightness

J 1.25 1.1 to 1.4 high low
H 1.65 1.5 to 1.8 high very low
K 2.2 2.0 to 2.4 high very low
L 3.45 3.0 to 4.0 fair low
M 4.7 4.6 to 5.0 low high
N 10.0 7.5 to 14.5 fair very high
Q 20.0 17.0 to 25.0 very low very high

conventional designation.
Another obscuration of the Earth atmosphere is emission from telluric gases. During the

IR observation for the celestial objects, thermal emissions from the atmosphere are simul-
taneously detected. Thus, bands having low transparency and high brightness like M or Q
band may not be useful for the spectroscopy of atmospheric features in the exoplanet. In
the visible region, telluric lines in the Earth atmosphere becomes a problem. For instance,
sodium doublet line in 588.9950 nm and 589.5924 nm suggesteda candidate for the finding
of the exoplanet atmosphere by Seager & Sasselov (2000)[68]has been detected from sev-
eral EGPs only by the help of space telescopes. This is because sodium lines in the Earth’s
atmosphere make extraterrestrial signals hard to detect from the ground. However, recently,
it was reported that one using the VLT was succeeded in detection of sodium line from HD
189733b by reducing the telluric line effect[67].
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

As a powerful tool for the exoplanet’s atmosphere detection, the transit method is widely
used and delivers impressive results up to now. Within a few decades, large telescopes in the
space and ground should be ready to operate, and it is believed that detecting the atmosphere
in the Earth-like planet detection would be made as the first milestone in near future. This
study aims at characterising a terrestrial planet and its atmosphere during transit. To generate
transit features of the Earth-like planet orbiting Sun-like star, a line-by-line radiative transfer
model was used and the solar occultation data from ACE-FTS validated this model. Derived
results from the model were presented in together detail andbroad view. Spectral variations
by rotation effect of star and exoplanet were discussed using CO-line. Also, the Earth-like
transmission spectra were compared with previous study. Finally, interfering sources for the
terrestrial planet detection were briefly explained for further consideration. The plan for the
future work is given below.

Michaelmas Term 2009

• Make a list of expected spectral features by stellar and planet rotations. (∼2
weeks)Differential rotation effect and short and long-term variabilities being embod-
ied in rotational broadening function for the parent star will be listed. Stellar vari-
abilities being considered include periodic changes of granulation (few hours), faculae
and spots (few days). Different sizes and spin rates of exoplanetary atmosphere also
will be included on the list. Size ranged from Earth to Jupiter will be covered. At-
mospheric global rotation and zonal flows based on measured and simulated database
will be considered.

• Conduct simple detectability study for expected features.(∼2 months) Items for
simple calculations of selected features will include signal to noise ratio, aperture size,
spectral resolution, and integration time. The objective of this step is to understand
detectabilities of each feature technically with instrumental specifications.

Trinity Term & Hilary Term 2010

• Classify features and derive rough requirements. (∼1 month) Detectable features
by current or near future technology will be sorted out. By doing so, desired instru-
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mental requirements will be suggested for detailed simulations.

• Detailed simulations with specs of current missions and proposed mission. (∼5
months) Using developed 3D transit model, selected spectral features will be calcu-
lated and simulated with instrumental properties of current and near future missions
and proposed one by previous step. Selected features shouldbe detectable with the
proposed mission and this should show advanced and distinguished performances.

• Find out instrumental requirements. (∼3 months)Based on the results from previ-
ous step, well-defined instrumental requirements will be derived. If any calculation do
not show required performance, then repeat previous step with new suggestion.

Michaelmas Term 2010 & Trinity Term 2011

• Conduct a conceptual instrument design and analyse performance of instrument
using optical programs. (∼8 months)It includes optical, optomechanical, and struc-
ture design. Programs for designing will be ZEMAX and any CADprograms. For
the analysis of instrument performance, ASAP will be usableand it makes possible to
understand stray light, imanging, and spectroscopic performances with virtual objects
of telescope. Designed system should show required performances.

Hilary Term 2011

• Write and finish a thesis. (∼4 months)
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Appendix A

Rotational broadening function

Let (x, y) as a point inx-y coordinate of the stellar disk, then intensity at(x, y) is given

I(x, y) = I0×[1 − ω(1 − µ)], where µ = cos θ. (A.1)

Here,I0 andθ are intensity of disk centre and an angle between the line of sight and the line
from star centre to a position on the surface. Andw is the limb darkening coefficient. Using
the stellar radius (R) and distance from the disk centre (r), µ can be

cos θ =

√

1 −
r2

R2
, where r =

√

x2 + y2. (A.2)

Then, Equation A.1 is also written as

I(x, y) = I0×

[

1 − ω

(

1 −
√

1 −
r2

R2

)]

. (A.3)

Brightness at any point of the stellar disk can be calculatedusing a distance from the disk
centre. If the stellar rotation rate is non-zero,I (x, y) would be Doppler shifted, define new
profile asI (x, y)′.

To acquire the flux of the stellar disk at a given wavelength (λ), letIλ=I (x, y) (Iλ′=I (x, y)′)
andIλ,0=I0. Perform the integration Equation A.3 forr (0 to R) andθ (0 to 2π), then,

Fλ,0 =

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0

Iλrdrdθ

(

=

∫ +R

−R

∫ +y1

−y1

Iλdxdy

)

(A.4)

=

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0

Iλ,0 ×

[

1 − ω

(

1 −
√

1 −
r2

R2

)]

rdrdθ

= Iλ,0 × πR2

(

1 −
ω

3

)

. (A.5)

This tells the spectral flux in a non-rotating star. In here, define an intrinsic line profile at a
point of stellar disk,H(λ) to beIλ′/Iλ. Then, by Equation A.5, the flux profile of rotating
star, (Fλ), would be
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Fλ =

∫∫

H(v − vz)Iλdxdy, (A.6)

where,H(v − vz) depends on the disk position through the Doppler shift andvz means the
rotation rate at a point towards line of sight (i.e. z-component of velocity). At the limb,vz

approaches to actual stellar rotation velocity (vL). Combining Equation A.4 and A.5, the
normalised flux profile is given

Fλ

Fλ,0

=

∫∫

H(v − vz)Iλdxdy
∫∫

Iλdxdy
. (A.7)

Assuming no differential rotation,vz is a function ofx. Then,x = R× vz

vL
and this gives

dx = R × dvz

vL
. Equation A.7 is re-written as

Fλ

Fλ,0
=

∫

H(v − vz)dvz

∫

IλR/vLdy
∫∫

Iλdxdy
. (A.8)

In here, define a function,G(vz), as

G(vz) =

∫

IλR/vLdy
∫∫

Iλdxdy
, (A.9)

and a line profile (Fλ

Fλ,0
) is then a convolution (∗) between intrinsic line at each point of the

stellar surface,H(vz), and rotational broadening function,G(vz), as shown below.

Fλ

Fλ,0
=

∫

∞

−∞

H(v − vz)G(vz)dvz

= H(vz) ∗ G(vz) or H(λ − λ0) ∗ G(λ − λ0), (A.10)

where,λ − λ0 (=∆λ) is Doppler shift in wavelength.

For a givenx, y1 is expressed asR
√

1 − (vz/vL)2, asR =
√

y2
1 + x2 at the limb. Using

the relationship and Equation A.4,
∫

IλR/vLdy can be calculated.

∫

IλR/vLdy =
2RIλ,0

vL

∫ y1

0

[

1 − ω

(

1 −
√

1 −
(x2 + y2)

R2

)]

dy

=
2RIλ,0

vL

[

(y1 − ωy1) +
π

2
ωRy2

1

]

=
2R2Iλ,0

vL
(1 − ω)

[

1 − (vz/vL)2
]1/2

+
π

2

R2ωIλ,0

vL

[

1 − (vz/vL)2
]

. (A.11)

From Equation A.5 and A.9,G(vz) can be expressed as
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G(vz) =
2(1 − ω)

[

1 − (vz/vL)2]1/2
+ 1

2
πω
[

1 − (vz/vL)2]

πvL (1 − ω/3)
or (A.12)

G(∆λ) =
2(1 − ω)

[

1 − (∆λ/∆λL)2]1/2
+ 1

2
πω
[

1 − (∆λ/∆λL)2]

π∆λL (1 − ω/3)
, (A.13)

where,∆λL is the maximum shift in the stellar disk.
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Appendix B

Presentation at Sagan Workshop 2009

The following slides were used for a short talk during Sagan workshop held in Caltech site
from 20th July to 25th July.
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